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Instructional coaching
and literacy improvement
at national scale
Lessons from Kenya’s Tusome

Early Grade Reading Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, all. Thanks for the opportunity to share a little about Tusome’s approach to coaching and what we’ve learned along the way.



Roadmap

• Tusome in very brief
• Our coaching, from 30,000 ft
• Strategic design choices
• Carrots and sticks
• ICT is your tool (not vice versa)
• A peek at forthcoming and ongoing 

analyses
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the things we’ll try to cover in the next 12 minutes or so. We’ll introduce the key features of Tusome that are relevant for today’s discussion. We’ll use our coaching data from the 2017 academic year to highlight some of the key issues we encounter, and then link some of those to the strategic design choices we made when setting up our coaching approach. Then we’ll briefly cover the important incentive and disincentive mechanisms in our coaching approach before talking about the role of ICT in our coaching modality. Then, time permitting, we’ll take a quick look at some of the things we’re planning to examine, as well as some things we’ve learned from our analyses to date.
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Tusome in Very Brief
Tusome Program Reach
• ~24,000 schools
• ~77,000 teachers
• ~5,600,000 students

Coaching
Gov’t schools:

Curriculum Support 
Officers (CSOs)

Low-cost private schools:
Instructional Coaches 
(ICs)

2017: ~140,000 obs records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click – Tusome is a national-scale early grade reading intervention. We work in all of Kenya’s public primary schools and 1500 of what are called “APBET” institutions – the super-low-cost private schools often located in slum areas.We train teachers from grades 1-3, so that adds up to about 77,000 teachers each year. (There’s some churn, so unique teachers trained are greater than that.)Click – Coaching in government schools is conducted by government of Kenya employees called CSOs. In the slum schools it’s done by instructional coaches who are hired directly by RTI’s subcontractor.Click – In 2017 – the high-water mark for coaching volume on Tusome – these coaches generated 140,000 lesson observations and feedback sessions.
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Our Coaching, from 30,000 ft
Volume of observations is high

Dosage is comparatively low

Coverage needs improvement

CSOs vs ICs
• Coach-per-School ratio comparable 

(~17.5 to 1)
• Geography matters
• The principal-agent problem in action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click – Volume, as we’ve seen, is substantial: about 140,000 observations. But what else can we see from our data?Click – Here we visualize two key metrics from our 2017 data. Down the center we list all 47 of Kenya’s counties, grouped by their ‘Tusome region’ (which maps to how our offices are organized, not necessarily to how MOE groups them). On the left we plot the number of observations per teacher (simple # observations in that county divided by the # of teachers in that county). On the right we plot the proportion of schools in that county receiving coaching (simple # of unique schools in that county in our dataset divided by the number of schools we know to be registered in that county). For each visualization, counties in top quartile for the metric receive a color-saturated bar.Click – As you can see, our dosage is fairly low. Kenya-wide, we have delivered an average (which obscured the distribution, and is a simplification!) of ~1.0 obs per teacher. Click – Also, our coverage needs improvement. Roughly 35% of the slightly more than 24,000 schools did not receive a coaching visit in 2017.Click – Of course, the story is a bit different if you look below the line that separates our public schools from our APBET (or “slum”) low-cost private schools. The ratio of schools to coaches is comparable – roughly 17.5 to 1 – but the volume of coaching per teacher is drastically higher.Click – This is partly due to geography. Slum schools are clustered tightly together – you can have several within 500 meters of each other – whereas public schools were statutorily not supposed to be within 5 km of each other.Click – But it’s partly also the principal-agent problem. ICs are direct-hire project staff with a singular mandate: to provide instructional coaching full-time. Their incentives are fully aligned with Tusome’s.  CSOs are government employees; while coaching is on their JD, it is but one among many responsibilities they have…and the political, operational, and administrative concerns that govern their day and influence their managers’ decision-making aren’t necessarily aligned with Tusome.~1300 CSOs for ~22,400 schools  ~17.5 to 185 coaches for 1500 schools  17.65 to 1
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Strategic Design Choices
Work within the system…
• Ministry of Education curriculum, 

management, schools
• Teacher Service Commission 

teachers, CSOs

…while trying to improve it.
• Address gaps between policy, 

practice (e.g., coaching $)
• Bring definition and structure
• Ensure consistency

New, but not too new
• Do not create, rearrange zones
• Align with CSOs’ existing JDs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click, Click, Click – We made the decision early on to work within the system. While doing so introduces some complexities (as we saw with the CSO-IC differences on the preceding slide), it can pay off in big ways in terms of uptake, sustainability, and robustness to disruptions.Click – Of course, the whole purpose of our work is to improve the system, not to leave things as they are. We can do that by addressing gaps between policy and practice; Click – so, for instance, there have been statutes in place for over 25 years indicating that money should be set aside for CSOs to visit schools. Those funds have simply not been available in practice. So we structured our coaching program to work within that existing framework.Click, Click – we’ve also brought structure and clarity to the coaching interaction. Expectations are clearer, which has helped improve the relationships between CSOs and teachers as well.Click, Click – There are certainly things that we would recommend changing if we had a magic wand. But we’re circumspect in proposing those changes – especially where they may introduce unexpected knock-on effects or complicate a generally smoothly-functioning working relationship.Gaps <- $ for coaching on the books, Structure & Definition <- cite the D4DM resultsConsistency <- reimbursements on a consistent basis
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Carrots and Sticks – Transportation Reimbursement

Role Formula for per-
coach target

Maximum reimbursement for 
100% of target observations

‘Price’ per 
observation

CSOs 1 * (lesser of 45 or 
tchr_ct)

12000 kes = $120 Min: $2.67 (45 tchrs)
Max: $8.00 (15 tchrs)

ICs 2 * (lesser of 45 or 
tchr_ct)

8000 kes = $80 Min: $0.89 (45 tchrs * 2)
Max: $1.03 (39 tchrs * 2)

Average reimbursement 
per CSO per month $26.46

Role # Schools # Teachers

CSOs 4 – 59 15 – 233

ICs 13 – 20 39 – 123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click – The number of schools and teachers for which a given CSO or IC has responsibility can vary quite widely.Click – We set a target for each coach based on the number of teachers in their zone of responsibility. We review the data from the classroom observations they upload and reimburse their transportation costs for getting to those schools to do that coaching. For CSOs the maximum reimbursement is $120, while for ICs it’s $80. This works out to a per-observation cost of between two and a half and eight dollars for CSOs, and roughly a dollar for ICs.Click – This may sound like a lot, but in practice the average monthly reimbursement for CSOs was [Click] $26.46.
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Carrots and Sticks – Management Consequences
CSOs reporting their County Dir had announced 
consequences for low levels of coaching 23.8%

Examples from CSOs’ reports
“Warning (‘show cause’) letters”

“Failing to support teachers is like insubordination…”

“I had to work harder…to evade dire consequences”

“Officers would be interdicted if no results were seen”

“The director told us we must improve because the data in the dashboard was not impressive”

“One time he said that the dashboard report will be used to gauge the performance and determine 
promotion of CSOs”

“He promised to visit the concerned CSOs especially those doing bad to ascertain the reason behind 
poor achievement among pupils”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click – The other side of incentives is disincentives. We surveyed 153 CSOs (roughly 10% of all CSOs) as part of an internal study on how the data from the Tangerine ecosystem were being used to inform decisions.Click – Nearly a quarter of the respondents indicated that their County Directors had announced consequences for low levels of coaching.Click – CSOs were asked what kinds of consequences were announced, and these were some of the things they named.
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The need drives the selection of the tool

Dashboard data from CSOs, ICs via 
Tangerine: Coach
• Public visibility
• Accountability
• Auditability / Validation (e.g. lesson duration, 

GPS, time of day, day of week)

Qualitative daily briefs from staff via MS-Word
ContentControls + VBA  Excel pipeline
• Early-warning system (e.g., book ratios)
• Finger on the pulse of implementation fidelity
• Informing content for next training

North of Baringo

Near Migori

Near Kipsarman and Poi

ICT is your tool, not vice versa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of people associate Tusome’s coaching with the Tangerine:Coach platform (formerly known as Tangerine:Tutor) and the associated dashboard. It gets the glory and attention, but it’s important to remember thatClick – the need drives the selection of the toolClick – The Tangerine:Coach platform helps generate data that Click – everyone at the MOE and TSC can see. This allows for increasedClick – accountability. It also allows us mechanisms to validate and audit the lesson observations before we reimburse transportation costs.Click – In theory, each of the red balloons represents an observation at a unique school. How many buildings do you see in these satellite photos of the GPS-mapped observations? We can use Tangerine to validate the GPS records, ensure the lesson observation took between 20 and 40 minutes, happened on a weekday between 7:30 am and 3:00 pm, etc.Click – separately, we have a pretty low-tech pipeline. It started as our technical staff providing email updates every night about what they’d seen in the classrooms they’d visited that morning. (And they spend essentially every day schools are in session visiting classrooms in the morning.) We’ve since enhanced it a bit to feed an Excel spreadsheet to make certain kinds of analyses easier…but the key thing is that this kind of tool doesn’t require tech support. Emails will do it.Click – this gives us early warning of book shortfalls,Click – firsthand qualitative insight into coaching-adjacent issues that are arising (such as trained Tusome-grade teachers being cycled into grade 8 classrooms), andClick – helps us refine our plans for the next term’s teacher-training workshops by zeroing in on things we’re consistently seeing teachers struggle with.
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A peek at forthcoming analyses
As part of RTI’s ongoing cross-national study of coaching effectiveness (Betts, Dombrowski, 
Hardon, Jukes, Mejía, Piper, Pouezevara, Ralaingita, Sitabkhan, Slade):

• Do composite measures/indices of the quality of lesson delivery improve with repeated 
observations / coaching?

Elsewhere:

• Linking CSO-generated data with staff-generated (‘coaching of coaches’) data: how much 
alignment is there on the quality of a given lesson’s delivery?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click – There’s a big group at RTI that’s taking a cross-national, multi-program look at how we do coaching in the hopes of refining our approaches and understanding what really makes the biggest difference.Click – We are interested to see whether indices of lesson delivery quality (as assessed by a coach) show improvements upon repeated coaching. There’s a lot wrapped up in this – including whether our observation instruments are sensitive, well-calibrated, etc. to look at quality instead of just fidelity of implementation – but it’s something we want to look at closely. Early indications from the 2017 data suggested that these indices improve over the course of the first term but stabilize thereafter – and we want to kick the tires on that.Click, Click – Tusome’s also fairly unusual in that we have large-scale coaching-of-coaches taking place when our staff are out in the field. (In addition to those low-tech MS Word reports, they also fill out Tangerine-based observation forms.) We are trying to link those records to the CSOs’ records to scrutinize the alignment between our staff’s perspectives and observation data and those of the CSOs. This would have implications for our training of CSOs, as well as our interpretation of the CSOs’ data.
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A peek at prior analyses: maximizing cost-effectiveness
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A peek at prior analyses: lesson pacing
Term Week #Lessons/Week Lessons Taught

1 2-4 5 1-15

5 3 16-18

6-9 5 19-38

10 2 39-40

11-13 5 41-55

2 2-4 5 56-70

5 3 71-73

6-9 5 74-93

10 2 94-95

11-13 5 96-110

3 2-4 5 111-125

5 3 126-128

6-8 5 129-143

Average aggregate deviation of observed lessons 
from the expected pace by grade for a given date
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Questions?
Timothy S. Slade
DCOP-Operations, Tusome
tslade@rti.org / tslade@berkeley.edu
Phone: +1.619.721.3273
WhatsApp: +254.795.746.767

For financial support for travel & 
registration, thanks are due to 

• UC Berkeley School of 
Information

• RTI International

Special thanks to co-authors who 
couldn’t join

• Dr. Kim Darnell
• Lucy Wambari
• Alex Dauenhauer
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